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The success of the modular version of David Myers's bestselling brief text,
Exploring Psychology, proves the author's longheld belief (supported by
independent research) that for a number of students, a text comprised of 45
15-page chapters is more effective than one of 15 45-page chapters. Exploring
Psychology, Sixth Edition, in Modules includes all the features and up-to-date
content of the current edition of Exploring Psychology organized into 45 modules.
It is accompanied by its own expansive variety of media and supplements similar
to the Exploring Psychology package, also reorganized to match the modular
format. This is NOT a brief version of Psychology, Seventh Edition, in Modules.
Rather, this text is a MODULARIZED version of Exploring Psychology, Sixth Edition.

A Modern Introduction to Psychology. (Sixth Edition.).
Study Guide to Accompany Social Psychology, Sixth Edition,
David G. Myers
For courses in Introductory Psychology The most learner-centered and assessmentdriven text available Throughout Revel(TM) Psychology , Saundra Ciccarelli and J.
Noland White employ a learner-centered, assessment-driven approach that
maximizes student engagement, and helps educators keep students on track. The
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authors draw readers into the discipline by showing how psychology relates to
students' own lives. Clear learning objectives, based on the recommended APA
undergraduate learning outcomes, guide learners through the material. And
assessment tied to these learning objectives lets students check their
understanding, while allowing instructors to monitor class progress and intervene
when necessary to bolster student performance. Revel is Pearson's newest way of
delivering our respected content. Fully digital and highly engaging, Revel replaces
the textbook and gives students everything they need for the course. Informed by
extensive research on how people read, think, and learn, Revel is an interactive
learning environment that enables students to read, practice, and study in one
continuous experience -- for less than the cost of a traditional textbook. NOTE:
Revel is a fully digital delivery of Pearson content. This ISBN is for the standalone
Revel access card. In addition to this access card, you will need a course invite link,
provided by your instructor, to register for and use Revel.

Foundations of Physiological Psychology Sixth Edition
This unique book closes the gap between psychology books and the research that
made them possible. Its journey through the “headline history” of psychology
presents 40 of the most famous studies in the history of the science, and
subsequent follow-up studies that expanded their findings and relevance. Readers
are granted a valuable insider's look at the studies that continue to be cited most
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frequently, stirred up the most controversy when they were published, sparked the
most subsequent related research, opened new fields of psychological exploration,
and changed most dramatically our knowledge of human behavior. For individuals
with an interest in an introduction to psychology.

Cognitive Psychology
With an accessible, easy-to-understand writing style, COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY,
Sixth Edition will give you the tools you need to be successful in the course! This
book covers cognitive neuroscience, attention and consciousness, perception,
memory, knowledge, representation, language, problem solving and creativity,
decision making and reasoning, cognitive development, and intelligence. A review
of key themes at the end of every chapter will help you spend more time studying
important information and less time trying to figure out what you need to know.
The author provides a "from lab to life" approach that covers theory, lab and field
research, and applications to everyday life.

Cognitive Psychology
This author team is committed to making statistics a highlight for psychology
students! Now, in a 5th edition,Statistics for Psychology, continues to be an
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accessible, current, and interesting approach to statistics. With each revision, the
authors have maintain those things about the book that have been especially
appreciated, while reworking the text to take into account the feedback, their our
own experiences, and advances and changes in the field. The fifth edition of this
popular text uses definitional formulas to emphasize concepts of statistics, rather
than rote memorization. This approach constantly reminds students of the logic
behind what they are learning, and each procedure is taught both verbally and
numerically, which helps to emphasize the concepts. Thoroughly revised, with new
content and many new practice examples, this text takes the reader from basic
procedures through analysis of variance (ANOVA). While learning statistics,
students also learn how to read and interpret current research.

Health Psychology
Addresses two primary questions—what causes psychopathology and which
treatments are most effective in preventing or reducing psychological suffering.
Uses four paradigms or points of view to study abnormal psychology: biological,
psychoanalytic, learning and cognitive. Also uses the humanistic and existential
paradigm when therapy is at issue. New to this edition: an account of DSM-IV, the
impact of cultural diversity on the categorization, etiology and therapeutics of
diverse disorders such as posttraumatic stress, eating and borderline personality.
Includes case studies, full color line and photographic illustrations.
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Test Bank
Exploring Psychology, Sixth Edition, in Modules Study Guide
Through lively writing and stimulating examples, authors Carole Wade and Carol
Tavris invite readers to actively explore the field of psychology and the
fundamentals of critical and scientific thinking. "Invitation to Psychology" presents
the science of psychology according to six areas of the learner's experience: Your
Self, Your Body, Your Mind, Your Environment, Your Mental Health and Your Life.
This unique organization engages readers from the very beginning and gives them
a framework for thinking about human behavior. Incorporating many active
learning and critical thinking features, a balance of classic and contemporary
research, and thorough integration of the psychology of women and men of all
cultures-readers will learn much to take with them. For individuals seeking an
introduction to psychology.

Statistics for Psychology
Why Myers? David Myers has become the world’s best-selling introductory
psychology author by serving the needs of instructors and students so well. Each
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Myers textbook offers an impeccable combination of up-to-date research, wellcrafted pedagogy, and effective media and supplements. Most of all, each Myers
text demonstrates why this author’s style works so well for students, with his
signature compassionate, companionable voice, and superb judgment about how
to communicate the science of psychology and its human impact. Why Modules?
This modules-based version of Myers’ best-selling, full-length text, Psychology
(breaking down that book’s 16 chapters into 59 short modules) is yet another
example of the author’s ability to understand what works in the classroom. It
comes from Myers’ experiences with students who strongly prefer textbooks
divided into briefer segments instead of lengthier chapters, and with instructors
who appreciate the flexibility offered by the modular format. Modular organization
presents material in smaller segments. Students can easily read any module in a
single sitting. Self-standing modules. Instructors can assign modules in their own
preferred order. The modules make no assumptions about what students have
previously read. Illustrations and key terms are repeated as needed. This modular
organization of short, stand-alone text units enhances teacher flexibility. Instead of
assigning the entire Sensation and Perception chapter, instructors can assign the
module on vision, the module on hearing, and/or the module on the other senses in
whatever order they choose. Watch our new videos from David Myers here,
including our animation on THE TESTING EFFECT narrated by David Myers.

Culture and Psychology
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Hearing
The sixth edition of this text retains a unified approach, the integration of historical
background and the voice of Henry Gletman that has made it a classic. It also
embraces change, accurately charting the evolution of psychology as new
discoveries have been made and theories tested.

Psych
The workplace in the 21st-century is technological and multi-cultural. Work is often
accomplished in teams. This work provides students with an up-to-date knowledge
based that will enable them to apply the principles of I-O psychology to
themselves, supervisors, subordinates and fellow workers.

Exploring Social Psychology
Brimming with more than more than 1700 references, this reader-friendly and
extensively revised Fourth Edition will prove invaluable to instructors and students
alike-providing a unified approach to the anatomical, physiological, and perceptual
aspects of audition with updated chapters on the latest developments in the field.
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Test Bank to Accompany Abnormal Psychology, Sixth Edition,
Gerald C. Davison, John M. Neale
Reflecting the latest APA Guidelines and accompanied by an exciting, new,
formative, adaptive online learning tool, Psychological Science, Fifth Edition, will
train your students to be savvy, scientific thinkers.

Hearing
As the leading text in sport and exercise psychology, Foundations of Sport and
Exercise Psychology, Sixth Edition, provides a thorough introduction to key
concepts in the field. This text offers both students and new practitioners a
comprehensive view of sport and exercise psychology, drawing connections
between research and practice and capturing the excitement of the world of sport
and exercise.

A History of Psychology
Educational Psychology is written to show how information and ideas drawn from
research in educational psychology can be applied to solve the everyday problems
of teaching. The Sixth Canadian Edition continues to emphasize the educational
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implications and applications of research on child development, cognitive science,
learning, motivation, teaching, and assessment.

Exploring Psychology, Sixth Edition, in Modules
An introduction to psychology course. The author's updating and integrated use of
the SQ3R learning system (Survey, Question, Read, Rehearse, Review) help to
make the text accessible. A comprehensive supplements package is available to
help both students and instructors.

A Brief History of Psychology
Previous editions have established this best-selling student handbook as THE
cognitive psychology textbook of choice, both for its academic rigour and its
accessibility. This sixth edition continues this tradition. It has been substantially
updated and revised to reflect new developments in the field (especially within
cognitive neuroscience). Traditional approaches are combined with the cuttingedge cognitive neuroscience approach to create a comprehensive, coherent and
totally up-to-date overview of all the main fields in cognitive psychology. The major
topics covered include perception, attention, memory, concepts, language,
problem solving, and reasoning, as well as some applied topics such as everyday
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memory. New to this edition: Presented in full-colour throughout, with numerous
colour illustrations including photographs and brain scans Increased emphasis on
cognitive neuroscience, to reflect its growing influence on cognitive psychology A
NEW chapter on Cognition and Emotion A WHOLE chapter on Consciousness
Increased coverage of applied topics such as recovered memories, medical
expertise, informal reasoning, and emotion regulation incorporated throughout the
textbook More focus on individual differences in areas including long-term
memory, expertise, reasoning, emotion and regulation. The textbook is packed full
of useful features that will engage students and aid revision, including key terms,
which are new to this edition, chapter summaries, and suggestions for further
reading. Written by one of the leading textbook authors in psychology, this
thorough and user-friendly textbook will continue to be essential reading for all
undergraduate students of psychology. Those taking courses in computer science,
education, linguistics, physiology, and medicine will also find it an invaluable
resource. This edition is accompanied by a rich array of supplementary materials,
which will be made available to qualifying adopters completely free of charge. The
online multimedia materials include: A PowerPoint lecture course and multiplechoice question test bank A unique Student Learning Program: an interactive
revision program incorporating a range of multimedia resources including
interactive exercises and demonstrations, and active reference links to journal
articles.
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Psychological Science
Drawing on teaching and learning research, the Sixth Edition provides new tools to
improve students’ reading, focus, and self-assessment. Chapters are now divided
into brief “study units,” each of which concludes with a self-test question to
increase comprehension. NEW “Putting Psychology to Work” features show
students how to apply psychology concepts to future careers. Our formative,
adaptive learning tool, InQuizitive, and our online psychology labs, ZAPS 2.0,
provide a hands-on approach to assessing students’ understanding.

Psychology [RENTAL EDITION]
A History of Psychology: The Emergence of Science and Applications, Sixth Edition,
traces the history of psychology from antiquity through the early 21st century,
giving students a thorough look into psychology’s origins and key developments in
basic and applied psychology. This new edition includes extensive coverage of the
proliferation of applied fields since the mid-twentieth century and stronger
emphases on the biological basis of psychology, new statistical techniques and
qualitative methodologies, and emerging therapies. Other areas of emphasis
include the globalization of psychology, the growth of interest in health
psychology, the resurgence of interest in motivation, and the importance of
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ecopsychology and environmental psychology. Substantially revised and updated
throughout, this book retains and improves its strengths from prior editions,
including its strong scholarly foundation and scholarship from groups too often
omitted from psychological history, including women, people of color, and scholars
from outside the United States. This book also aims to engage and inspire students
to recognize the power of history in their own lives and studies, to connect history
to the present and the future, and to think critically and historically. For additional
resources, consult the Companion Website at www.routledge.com/cw/woody where
instructors will find lecture slides and outlines; testbanks; and how-to sources for
teaching History and Systems of Psychology courses; and students will find review
a timeline; review questions; complete glossary; and annotated links to relevant
resources.

An Introduction to the Psychology of Hearing
Educational Psychology, Sixth Canadian Edition,
Created through a "student-tested, faculty-approved" review process with students
and faculty, PSYCH 2ce is an engaging and accessible solution that accommodates
the diverse lifestyles of Canadian students at a value-based price. PSYCH 2ce is an
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extremely concise, visually appealing text that introduces psychology concepts
without any delays or distractions. Designed for today's students in every detail,
this unique solution was developed through conversations, focus groups,
interviews, surveys, and input from thousands of students and hundreds of faculty
members like you. From its abbreviated, no-nonsense title to its engaging,
effective content, PSYCH 2ce ushers in a groundbreaking new genre of introductory
psychology texts that's perfect for modern learners.

Gender
The hardcover, spiralbound edition of Myers's new modular version of Psychology,
6/e.

Statistics for Psychology, Books a la Carte Edition
Psychology, Sixth Edition in Modules
Straightforward and written in a friendly style, James S. Nairne's PSYCHOLOGY,
Sixth Edition, uses a proven problem-solving approach to help you discover how to
apply psychology to your everyday life. Dr. Nairne introduces topics by focusing on
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the "why" behind psychological processes before introducing what they are and
how they work. You'll learn that our brains are filled with psychological "tools" that
control everything from emotion to memory, and that each helps us adapt and
solve important everyday problems. Nairne describes these tools, shows you how
they're used, and focuses on specific situations in which they are applied.
Emphasizing critical thinking and active learning, PSYCHOLOGY, Sixth Edition,
provides current, comprehensive, and practical coverage that you can immediately
put to good use.

Psychology of Gender
Noted for its fair and equal coverage of men and women, Psychology of Gender
reviews the research and issues surrounding gender from multiple perspectives,
including psychology, sociology, anthropology, and public health. Going far beyond
discussions of biological sex and gender identity, the text explores the roles that
society has assigned to females and males and the other variables that co-occur
with sex, such as status and gender-related traits. The implications of social roles,
status, and gender-related traits for relationships and health are also examined.
The text begins with a discussion of the nature of gender and development of
gender roles, before reviewing communication and interaction styles and how they
impact our friendships and romantic relationships. It concludes with an exploration
of how gender influences both physical and mental health. New to the 6th Edition:
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Emphasis on the intersectionality of gender, considering it as a part of wider social
categories such as race, ethnicity, social class, and gender identity Recognition of
the increasingly prevalent view that gender is nonbinary Extended coverage of
LGBTQ individuals, their relationships, and their health Expanded discussions of
key issues including gender-role strain, gender fluidity, women and STEM,
parenthood, balancing family and work demands, online communication, and
sexual harassment Accompanied by a comprehensive companion website featuring
resources for students and instructors, alongside extensive student learning
features throughout the book, Psychology of Gender is an essential read for all
students of gender from psychology, women’s studies, gender studies, sociology,
and anthropology.

Forty Studies that Changed Psychology
Cognitive Psychology In and Out of the Laboratory
Community Psychology, 5/e focuses on the prevention of problems, the promotion
of well-being, empowerment of members within a community, the appreciation of
diversity, and an ecological model for the understanding of human behavior.
Attention is paid to both “classic” early writings and the most recent journal
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articles and reviews by today’s practitioners and researchers. Historical and
alternative methods of effecting social change are explored in this book, with the
overall theme that the environment is as important as the individual in it. This text
is available in a variety of formats – digital and print. Learning Goals Upon
completing this book, readers will be able to: Understand the historical and
contemporary principles of community psychology. Apply theory and research to
social services, mental health, health, legal, and public health systems

Psychology Revel Access Code
In its first edition, Richard Straub's text was acclaimed for its solid scientific
approach, emphasis on critical thinking, real-world applications, exquisite
anatomical art, and complete media/supplements package. The thoroughly
updated new edition builds on those strengths to provide an even more effective
introduction to the psychology behind why we get sick, how we stay well, how we
react to illness, and how we relate to the health care system and health care
providers.

Psychology
A supplement for undergraduate and graduate Investments courses. See the
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decision-making process behind investments. The Psychology of Investing is the
first text of its kind to delve into the fascinating subject of how psychology affects
investing. Its unique coverage describes how investors actually behave, the
reasons and causes of that behavior, why the behavior hurts their wealth, and
what they can do about it. Features: What really moves the market: Understanding
the psychological aspects. Traditional finance texts focus on developing the tools
that investors use for calculating risk and return. The Psychology of Investing is
one of the first texts to delve into how psychology affects investing rather than
solely focusing on traditional financial theory. This text’s material, however, does
not replace traditional investment textbooks but complements them, helping
students become better informed investors who understand what motivates the
market. Keep learning consistent: Most of the chapters are organized in a similar
succession. This approach adheres to following order: -A psychological bias is
described and illustrated with everyday behavior -The effect of the bias on
investment decisions is explained -Academic studies are used to show why
investors need to remedy the problem Growing with the subject matter: Current
and fresh information. Because data on investor psychology is rapidly increasing,
the fifth edition contains many new additions to keep students up-to-date. The new
Chapter 12: Psychology in the Mortgage Crisis describes the psychology involved in
the mortgage industry and ensuing financial crisis. New sections and sub-sections
include “Buying Back Stock Previously Sold”, “Who Is Overconfident,” "Nature or
Nurture?”, "Preferred Risk Habitat," "Market Impacts," "Language," and “Reference
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Point Adaptation.”

Cross-Cultural Psychology
This sixth edition has been thoroughly updated, with more than 200 references to
articles & books published since 1996. The book describes the relationships
between the characteristics of the sounds that enter the ear & the sensations that
they produce.

Cengage Advantage Books: Psychology
This brief, inexpensive text offers great flexibility in teaching the history of
psychology. Used as a stand-alone text or with readers, this engaging book is
noted for its analysis of the scientific and philosophical emergence of the field as
well as its coverage of contemporary psychology and emerging areas. Readers
appreciate the book's balanced coverage of experimental, applied, and clinical
psychology, as well as the clear and succinct presentation of the field's major
events and schools of thought. The sixth edition features an expanded pedagogical
program with bolded terms, a complete glossary, more illustrations, and webbased instructional materials including PowerPoints, a test bank, discussion
questions, and more. Special emphasis has also been placed on the role of the
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American Psychological Association (APA) in the history of psychology. Extensively
updated throughout, the sixth edition features: A revised final chapter with a
current analysis of the state of the field, including the growth of the APA as well as
specialized organizations that promote the science and profession of psychology,
and the push to influence policies that address global challenges, such as
environmental sustainability, intergroup conflict, health disparities, and the
population explosion. A discussion of the growth in the number and role of women
and ethnic minorities in psychology, and the promotion of diversity across both
demographic and intellectual perspectives. Recent developments in the growth of
neuroscience, cognitive science, artificial intelligence, and the diversification and
internationalization of psychology. Portraits of some major figures in the history of
psychology, including psychology’s first Nobel Prize winners. Recent and evolving
changes in the practice of psychology, including more emphasis on "evidencebased practice," prescription privileges, and the emergence of the importance of
psychological practice in health care. Recent changes in the APA, including new
divisions and new elected officials and its emerging focus on advocacy. Used
independently or as a supplement with readers, this brief text is intended for
undergraduate and graduate courses on the history of psychology. Due to its
brevity and engaging style, the book can be used in introductory courses to
introduce students to the field. The enormous index and substantial glossary make
this volume a useful desk reference for psychology and related disciplines.
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The Psychology of Investing
CULTURE AND PSYCHOLOGY, 6th Edition illustrates how and why culture influences
mental processes and behaviors in humans, and is relevant for anyone interacting
with people from different cultures. Incorporating current research that highlights
the relationship between culture and psychology, the authors' use a cross-cultural
framework that gives students the tools necessary for evaluating many
psychological processes and principles from a cultural perspective. In addition, the
text encourages students to question traditionally held beliefs and theories and
their relevance to different cultural groups today, and to apply what they learn to
their own lives. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Foundations of Sport and Exercise Psychology 6th Edition
This fully updated and revised sixth edition of Hearing: An Introduction to
Psychological and Physiological Acoustics provides a comprehensive introduction
for graduate students and professionals in audiology and other fields dealing with
audition (including hearing/speech science, psychology, otolaryngology,
neuroscience, linguistics, and speech-language pathology). The sixth edition
reflects the current status of this rapidly-evolving multidisciplinary field of hearing
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science.

Invitation to Psychology
Community Psychology
This bestselling text presents research about gender and helps students think
critically about the differences between research findings and gender stereotypes.
It examines the biology and social context in which women and men express
gendered behaviors. Defining gender as the behaviors and attitudes that relate to
(but are not entirely congruent with) biological sex, the book focuses on research
and scholarship to provide the material for a critical review and an overall picture
of gender from a psychological perspective. To highlight how research findings can
relate to people's lives, the book supplements the review of scholarly research with
personal, narrative accounts of gender-relevant aspects of people's lives. To
emphasize the cross-cultural perspective of gender, the book including a section
on diversity in most chapters but also weaves diversity issues throughout the text.
The personal narrative and diversity highlights help to balance the research-based
scholarship with the personal experience of gender.
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Psychological Science
For every major content section, longtime author Richard Straub has divided each
module by major topic; each section includes a Preview (objectives that require
short answers) and "Stepping Through the Section" (which include detailed, fill-inthe-blank questions). The Study Guide also includes self-tests, critical-thinking
exercises, vocabulary and language activities, Internet activities, and crossword
puzzles.

Psychology In Modules (Spiral)
Cognitive Psychology In and Out of the Laboratory presents balanced, up-to-date
coverage of cognitive psychology and shows readers that research conducted in
the lab truly does impact the real world. Using her signature, accessible writing
style, author Kathleen M. Galotti masterfully connects cognitive psychology to
students' everyday lives through current, relevant examples. The Sixth Edition has
been updated to reflect the rapidly changing field of cognitive psychology with new
references, streamlined content that gives more attention to key topics like
memory, and material on advances in research that enhance our understanding of
how people acquire and use information.
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Work in the 21st Century
Written in a conversational style that transforms complex ideas into accessible
ones, this international best-seller provides an interdisciplinary review of the
theories and research in cross‐cultural psychology. The book’s unique critical
thinking framework, including Critical Thinking boxes, helps to develop analytical
skills. Exercises interspersed throughout promote active learning and encourage
class discussion. Case in Point sections review controversial issues and opinions
about behavior in different cultural contexts. Cross‐Cultural Sensitivity boxes
underscore the importance of empathy in communication. Numerous applications
better prepare students for working in various multicultural contexts such as
teaching, counseling, health care, and social work. The dynamic author team
brings a diverse set of experiences in writing this book. Eric Shiraev was raised in
the former Soviet Union and David Levy is from Southern California. Sensation,
perception, consciousness, intelligence, human development, emotion, motivation,
social perception, interaction, psychological disorders, and applied topics are
explored from cross‐cultural perspectives. New to the 6th Edition: Over 200 recent
references, particularly on studies of non-western regions such as the Middle East,
Africa, Asia, & Latin America as well as the US and Europe. New chapter on
personality and the self with an emphasis on gender identity. New or revised
chapter opening vignettes that draw upon current events. More examples related
to the experiences of international students in the US and indigenous people. Many
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more figures and tables that appeal to visual learners. New research on gender,
race, religious beliefs, parenting styles, sexual orientation, ethnic identity and
stereotypes, conflict resolution, immigration, intelligence, physical abuse, states of
consciousness, DSM-5, cultural customs, evolutionary psychology, treatment of
psychological disorders, and acculturation. Revised methodology chapter with
more attention to issues related specifically to cross-cultural research and more on
qualitative and mixed methods. A companion website at
www.routledge.com/9781138668386 where instructors will find a test bank
containing multiple choice, true and false, short answer, and essay questions and
answers for each chapter, and a complete set of tables and figures from the text;
and students will find chapter outlines, flashcards of key terms, and links to further
resources and the authors' Facebook page. Intended as a text for courses on crosscultural psychology, multicultural psychology, cultural psychology, cultural
diversity, and the psychology of ethnic groups and a resource for practitioners,
researchers, and educators who work in multicultural environments.
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